


 Scalations is an Executive Search firm catering to Corporate 
India’s recruitment needs . Backed by its experienced team, 
strong database & superior market intelligence, Scalations 
has managed to carve its niche as a preferred search vendor , 
due to its consistently superior search practice and proven 
ability to deliver successfully. Understanding clients and the 
environment they operate in has enabled Scalations to 
consistently deliver on mandates successfully.

Our Expertise :-

 Banking & Insurance , Publishing Industry , Consumer 
Durable , FMCG , Health Care , Industrial & Engineering.



•Strong research capabilities & Industry Network

•“win –win” situation for both the client and the 
candidate

Executive Search

•Understanding of client’s specific requirements

•Identification & routing talent to the clients

•Provide “end to end” recruitment solutions
Sourcing

•Well trained candidates as per corporate requirements

•Centralized screening and interview processCampus Hiring

•Focused on high-end KPOs for entry level requirementsBulk Hiring



Customized Training

* Corporate Induction Programs

* Provide training platform for all 
training requirement of the 
corporate 



1. Extensive use of non-traditional methods such as social networks, job boards, 
extensive industry mapping

2. “Refer a Friend” program to tap passive job seekers-helps us to present clients with 
a new category of candidates who are inactive on job sites.

1. Understanding our client’s business and the industry dynamics it operates in. 

2. This is not just about merely matching skills with mandate specifications. We 
make a concerted effort to understand our client’s business, and its expectation 
from us in terms of candidates and delivery; thereby enabling us to successfully 
execute mandates.

1. Extensive mapping of various industries coupled with a strong candidate 
database; enables clients to pick and choose the most appropriate talent. 

2. Strong networking within the industries we operate in sets us apart from other 
search firms.

1. Strong long term relationships with our clients and candidates. This relationship 
continues even if we are not actively working with them. 

2. We place value on our relationships and recognize that a happy client or candidate is 
our best salesperson.



❖ A “win-win” attitude.

❖ Long term client relationships.

❖ Dedicated teams backed with strong 
research and an extensive database.

❖ Strong networking skills across 
various industries.

❖ Extensive handholding during the 
entire search process.



Understanding Client’s Business 
Ecosystem

Search Strategy , Sourcing & 
Mapping

Screening & Validation

Interview & Selection

Mandate Closure Process 



 The team is young & dynamic with strong expertise in Executive 
Search, Permanent Staffing. They come with a typical educational 
background like BMS / MBA and approx. 2-4 years in recruitment. 
They have worked on multiple mandates across domains.

 Capabilities: 

 The team is mentored by  Vidya Kesari in terms of mandate 
understanding (for complex mandates) , knowledge management . 
The core team has strong educational & work pedigree and have 
worked across variety of industries. This expertise has given them 
edge in understanding the businesses the clients operate in . This 
expertise is transferred on to the team with greater success.



Principal 
Consultant

Sourcing 
Center  

Consultant 
(Delhi)

Consultant   
(Chennai)

Consultant 
(Mumbai)



Founder of Scalations

Vidya Kesari

She has more than 12 years of experience working in the 
recruitment industry . 

Scalations has a PAN India presence and have been adept in 
handling  national accounts. We have offices in all the major 
Indian metros for the convenience of our clients.

We can be reached at: Scalations 5504, Tower 5 

TVH Taus, Navalur

Rajiv Gandhi Salai

Chennai - 603103

Tamil Nadu

Mob: 9884051047










